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In 1994, I was born in Dalian, Liaoning Province, China. 

Dalian is known as “The Window of Northeastern China”, 

“The Northern Pearl”, “The City of Romance”. It is the 

biggest port city in the northeastern China. Dalian is 

characterized with comfortable climate without extreme 

heat or cold in summer and winter.  Besides stunning 

landscapes, there are delicious and special foods in Dalian. 

During my weekends, I can enjoy both the fresh sea foods 

as well as the views of the biggest square in Asia, Xinghai 

Square, where I can appreciate beachscape and the 

magnificence of the beautiful cross-sea bridge. 

Dalian cross-sea Bridge,
 photographed with my cellphone, summer, 2016

PREFACE
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Dalian is located at the southern edge of the Liaodong 

peninsula. Because of its location, Dalian is the most 

important comprehensive trade port in Northeast China. 

Japan-style and Russia-style streets in Dalian are also part 

of the city’s identity. Dalian is a diversified and beautiful 

coastal city, which I am very proud of and feel glad I grew 

up here. 

Dalian Japan-style Street
photographed with my cellphone, autumn, 2016
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I have been involved with art making since primary school, 

since the beautiful view of the coastal city is perfect for me 

to draw landscape pictures. During college, I spent four 

years majoring in oil painting. During this period I went 

to different cities to see exhibitions. That was when I first 

knew and engaged in video art. Video art was a new and 

strange thing for me, as a student major in painting. As a 

result, video attracted me a lot. After some surveys online, 

I realized that it was a good choice for me to learn related 

major knowledge abroad and thus I started to prepare 

for overseas learning after the fourth year of college. Due 

to the recommendations of an EIA alumnus who lives in 

Dalian, and due to my careful considerations about my 

future, I decided to choose Alfred University.

During these two years at Alfred University, I have acquired 

a great deal of knowledge. I want to express my gratitude 

for my all teachers because they helped me to make 

progress thanks to their erudition and patience. I have 

learned print making, video production, sound production 

and interaction design. In addition to my studies, and from 

the aspect of daily life, I know how to be comfortable in 

strange circumstances, how to live and socialize on my own. 

During this time in Alfred, I have experienced the most 

meaningful and unforgettable years.

CANISTEO
Archival Print on Watercolor Paper 

24 x 44”
2018
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INTRODUCTION
“Making the invisible visible” is the major theme of my 

work. I prefer to understand the world through direct 

sensations of vision, hearing or touch rather than some dry, 

abstract concepts. For example, time, data transfer or the 

process of forming of thoughts, are all abstractions which 

cannot be heard, seen or touched. However, there are 

some nonhuman species that can perceive things that are 

imperceptible for humans. 

Everything involved with change is tangible. In the past, 

“tangible” and “intangible” are used to refer to entities 

from the perspective of the eyes, from the perspective 

of vision. According to contemporary opinions, what 

cannot be perceived directly by our eyes could be called 

“tangible” in relation to our other senses.

In other words, from the perspective of philosophy, the 

“invisible” may not be “intangible”. In the perception of 

change, there is only the distinction between “visible” 

and “invisible” rather than between “tangible” and 

“intangible”. In addition, the world entities are divided into 

two types: one type refers to the tangible. For example, an 

entity with speed lower than the light speed; the other type 

refers to the intangible entities, for example if there was an 

entity with speed faster than light speed. Thus, the passing 

of time and the transfer of information are invisible, and 

need a medium to become perceptible, so that the invisible 

world can be recognized by people in the visible world. 

This is the interplay of what is visible and what becomes 

visible through media. That is the reason why in my art I use 

video, prints, interactive work and sounds. 

CANISTEO BUTTERFLY I, II, III, IV
2018

 I   II 

III IV
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“Making the invisible visible” sparked my curiosity. For 

example, when people are talking, we can see their 

movement and hear the content, but what happened to 

this person’s internal world? What happened to his brain? 

What does the movement inside the brain look like? I am 

curious about these movements. In terms of time, the 

passing of time is visible but only through various watches 

which are a kind of tool to meet the demands of human 

beings, but many phenomena are the visible expression of 

time, including sunrise and sunset, the change of the four 

seasons and the change of shadows, etc. 

These phenomena are engaged in my artwork. There are 

three mediums of expression: shadows, ices and brain 

waves.

CANISTEO QUEEN ANN’S LACE  I, II
2018

 I

II
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TIME
If there was no change, or only very little change, time 

would lose its concept, i.e., the static world does not 

need time to express itself. A million years, a billion years, 

or even longer time, are all the same for the static world 

because there is no change. For a static world, time cannot 

be judged due to the nonexistence of movement and 

change. A “moment” ago and a “moment” later are the 

same. So, why is there a concept of time? The concept was 

created by people to describe the movements of entities. 

The earth on which human beings live constantly 

undergoes change. All external and internal entities are 

undergoing change and thus the concept of time comes 

into being. Time is “tangible” not “intangible”. People can 

see and perceive the passing of time. Every blink, breath, 

sound heard by us, sunrise and sunset are all the tangible 

expressions of time. 

Time may not be uniform. As a Chinese saying goes, “A 

day in the heaven equals to a year in the man’s world. 

Above all, the concept of time depends on change. 

Change is visible so time is visible as well. 

CANISTEO QUEEN ANN’S LACE  III, IV
2018

III 

IV
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Fig.1 : https://www.gq.com/story/the-man-who-launched-a-bonsai-into-space

Fig.2 : https://freshersmag.com/nele_azevedo_minimum_monument/

Fig.1 Fig.2

ICE
For me, ice means eternity, although most artists hold that 

ice stands for short life and ephemerality. For example, 

Azuma Makoto, a Botany artist, created a work named Iced 

Flowers in which he put beautiful flowers into ice shaped 

like a box, showing the short life of the flower and ice.

Brazilian artist Nele Azevedo’s work, Minimum Monument, 

was exhibited on the steps of Custom House in Belfast in 

honor of the people who lost their lives in Titanic. In this 

work, ice means the fragility of life. 
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CANISTEO
Archival Print on Venus 3-Ply Antique Paper 

18 x 26”
2018
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On the contrary, I believe that ice is everlasting like time. 

There is a phenomenon called “the cycle of water”. Various 

forms of water on the earth’s surface are transformed 

between each other continually. The process in which 

waters are involved in the cycle of water include the 

forms of gas, liquid and solid. Waters are moved from 

one place to the other by some physical interactions, 

including evaporation, precipitation, infiltration, surface and 

subsurface flow, etc. For example, waters flow from rivers 

into the seas. When it gets warmer, ice melts and turns into 

water, and then the water evaporates into a gas; it may 

then turn into rain or snow again, in an unceasing cycle. Ice 

becomes a tangible part of  cyclical time, which is eternal.

CANISTEO LEAVES
2018
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In the first semester of my graduate student period, I 

started to create works with ice. Those are several print 

works. As that time, I regarded ice as the symbol of short 

and elusive life. I froze the photos to convey that the 

memory is beautiful but that time doesn’t wait. 

MEMORY
Archival Print on Watercolor Paper 

18 x 26”
2017
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Fig.3 : http://www.featherofme.com/fernan-federici-microscopic-photographs-of-plants/

Ice is an interesting object to work with because my time 

with it is so short. Every piece of ice is different but it will 

disappear completely when it melts so you don’t have the 

chance to start again. Therefore, if you want to use ice to 

complete your works, you must know what you want to 

create in advance as well as understand how to make use of 

it in its finite life.

For my Timeless project, I begin by reflecting on the way 

to observe ice. Besides the direct observation by eyes, 

I recalled Fernan Federici’s work, in which he observed 

plants, bacteria, and crystals through the microscope. Then 

why not try to observe ice through a microscope? So I used 

a microscope to observe the process of the melting

of the ice. It was ice collected by me from the frozen bodies 

of water near Alfred ( a rural village in the region of the 

Allegheny foothills). All these bodies of water experience 

the cycle of water ---evaporation, melting, freezing, etc. The 

source of each drop of water may come from a different 

place. So I collected the ice from surrounding lakes, creeks 

and rivers. Furthermore, I observed that the water quality in 

each body of water is different as well as each surrounding 

environment. Thus, the appearances of waters under the 

microscope are totally different.

Fig.3
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R: MICROSCOPIC CANISTEO
Archival Print on Watercolor Paper 

22 x 18”
2018

L: MICROSCOPIC CANISTEO
Archival Print on Watercolor Paper 

19.5 x 17”
2018

The ice I collected contained plants, stems, leaves, seeds, 

roots, tiny branches, clumps of mud. Before I observed this 

ice through the microscope, I anticipated colorless pictures 

without rich details. By contrast, I saw colorful and detailed 

pictures. This effect was due to microscope lighting 

combined with the impurities in the ice. What I  observed 

vividly in this microscope was the activity of bubbles in the 

ice that move slowly due to the process of melting. With 

these water-animated particles and plants, altogether it 

showed a rich and quiet world. 



Thesis Show Prints Layout
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My digital prints integrate images of the ice seen by our 

eyes as well as of the ice under a microscope. The image 

under a microscope is more colorful with strong color 

contrasts while the ice shot with a camera shows relatively 

cold colors and is calmer. I believe that the juxtaposition of 

them can emphasize the contrast—the same way water can 

show different appearances observed in different ways. 

A conventional arrangement of the digital prints in an 

exhibition will ensure the uniform placement of the prints. 

In contrast, I wanted to print them in different sizes to 

form a series. My approach was inspired by a German 

photographer Wolfgang Tillmans. In his Maureen Paley 

London Exhibition, his layout was surprising and engaging. 

I decided to explore layout possibilities. The layout, I 

realized, could suggest additional emerging ideas. 

I had two strong considerations in how to organize the 

layout: print size and print detail. First, several prints, with 

relatively more details, I print them larger; while the prints 

with relatively fewer details can be printed in a smaller size. 

Second, the pixel level of the screenshots are not ideal. 

If they were printed in large size, the pixel level would 

be lower so I chose to print them small. The prints with 

high resolution were created with the Canon 5D camera; 

The prints with lower resolution shot with the microscope 

camera. 

Each print is named with the location of where the ice came 

from. For example, the title “CANISTEO”, it stands for 

Canisteo reservoir; “154” stands for 154 north main street.

Fig.4 : http://tillmans.co.uk/

Fig.4
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SHADOW
The light, propagating in a straight line, is blocked by 

the light-blocking object, so that a shadow is formed on 

the back of the object and the shadow changes with the 

passing of time, indicating that time is tangible (“shadow” 

here refers to the shadow formed due to sunshine instead 

of man-made light).

One day in the autumn of my first year of graduate student 

period, I sat in the yard watching an obsoleting piece of 

paper and a few fallen leaves on the ground. The fence 

in the yard just cast its shadow on their surfaces. I stared 

at them in a daze, and when I came back the shadow 

moved from upward to downward. Although the shadow is 

everywhere, but no one is willing to spend time observing 

it, so this is a novel experience for me. Later on, I changed 

that obsoleting paper into a piece of calendar card and 

recorded the process of the movement of the shadow. 

When people read calendars from up to down, shadow 

moves from up to down as well, which is the visible 

expression of the passing of time.

 

TIME CALENDAR
3-channel video installation

2017
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Within Turner Gallery, I could not use natural light. To solve 

this problem, I made the shadow move slowly and allowed 

the movement of other things move faster to embody 

the passing of time. In February of this year, I went to the 

MOMA Art Museum and Reanimation, an media artwork by 

Joan Jonas, provided me great inspiration. I could create 

a shadow in my video by putting a hollowed-out thing in 

front of the projector,using this inspiration I created my 

artwork, Happy New Year. 

I projected the shadow of a laser-cut book board on to 

the projection of my video. The laser cutting is painted 

red to mimics Chinese traditional paper cuts of dragons. 

Dragon is the mythic animal in the tales and legends of 

China and other countries in East Asia. Dragon is often 

regarded as a symbol of auspiciousness and is one of the 

most recognizable traditional icons of Chinese culture 

and the cultures of other East Asian nations. However the 

dragon in the Western culture context is different from that 

within Chinese culture, both historically and symbolically. 

Prior to the large-scale spread of Christianity, the “dragon” 

in the Western background had always been the cultural 

symbol of the Vikings, Celts and Saxons. This early 

symbolic meaning of the icon is not so different from that 

of the Eastern dragon. With the expansion of Christianity, 

however, the negative implications of the dragon and 

the snake are magnified, portrayed as the evil “ancient 

serpent,” “the devil,” or “satan,” in the Apocalypse of 

the New Testament. Since then, Western dragons are the 

symbols of the evil. 

HAPPY NEW YEAR (First Version)
2:27

1920*1080 HD Video Installation
Projection mapping on Lasercut Bookboard

Canon 5D video/ Projection Screen
2018
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HAPPY NEW YEAR (First Version)
2:27

1920*1080 HD Video Installation
Projection mapping on Lasercut Bookboard

Canon 5D video/ Projection Screen
2018
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Lasercut Bookboard
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Westerners get used to calling the dragon in Chinese 

cultural traditional the “Chinese dragons”. Obviously no 

evidence can prove that dragon is based on any real entity 

in the objective world. In making this work, I recorded 

five different sky images. In the installation, I project 

them at different locations in the gallery. Four images are 

projected each on its own wall. The last one is projected 

on the floor. People enter into the space as if they are 

outside, surrounded by the sky, the movement of clouds, 

the trees blown by the wind. People can see flying birds. 

The dragon, as a mythic figure appears in the sky, making 

the invisible visible, that is what the dragon represents: 

the movement of the atmosphere, the intensity of the 

light. When a relatively motionless shadow of the dragon 

is shown against in a moving video, the passing of time is 

more prominent. 

For me, this work has another meaning. The period I 

created this work coincided with Chinese Spring Festival 

but I could not celebrate the festival with my family because 

I studied overseas. I chose the paper cut of dragon rather 

than a general image of dragon in order to convey my 

missing for hometown. In China, paper cuts are pasted on 

windows and doors in Spring Festival. The shapes of paper 

Happy New Year first version setup

cuts are various, like dragon, phoenix, etc, symbolizing 

safeness and health. This video can show paper cuts 

pasted in Spring Festival to me, a student who is far from 

hometown more than 10,000 km, so it is meaningful. In this 

way I make my invisible emotions visible. Therefore, I name 

this work Happy New Year.

This title has another meaning. New Year’s day is a special 

time to mark the year’s passing by and let people prepare 

for the New Year. The day is a reminder that people are 

one year older. Celebrating New Year is a tradition that will 

never stop, so the day can represent time. In this work you 

can see the paper-cuts which represent the New Year, so 

this work also makes the time visible.
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BRAINWAVE
Brainwaves are invisible oscillations within the human brain. 

There are many neural cells active in the human brain, and 

the activity, when presented on the scientific instrument, 

looks like waves. To put it simply, brain-waves are biological 

energies generated by brain cells or rhythms of brain cells.

 

Electroencephalogram (EEG) is a large-scale method to 

record electrical activity of the brain, but one which can 

hardly locate small-scale thinking activities. Its advantage 

is mainly reflected as fast response, which can detect 

a person’s general state, such as the degree of your 

concentration and whether you are worn-out or not.

Everyone’s state and personality are different so everyone’s 

brain waves are different, so it is an interesting challenge to 

make them visible. While I was testing this work, I really saw 

the difference. Some people have a good control on their 

brain waves and make it very smooth, and they even can 

keep the visualization still (which I once suspected that the 

brainwave device was broken). For others, even if they were 

in meditation, the brainwaves were aggressive. 

This project involved three interactive works in one gallery 

that give the visitor an immersive experience. The first, as I 

described above, was the direct visialization of the brain’s 

eletrical activity as visible waves. Another was a 

visualization using a mysterious projected human face 

moving in response to the vistor’s voice. The third was a 

visualization of the vistor’s footstep as a pattern of circle 

projected on the floor. 

The technical process for “Brainwave” involved several 

things. I hung a camera on the ceiling and I wrote code to 

make the camera track white light. I fixed a white LED light 

on the brainwave headband worn by the visitor. Projected 

patterns on the floor resulted from the camera following 

the movement of the light. The person who wore the 

headband could see the route they walked. The visibility 

of the visitor’s voice is accomplished by a Max patch. I 

customized the patch to control the speed of the projected 

video. As the sound gets louder, the video speeds up.

At the Immersive Gallery, people can see their brainwaves, 

see their steps and see their voice. 

 

Immersive Gallery setup
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Art is a powerful tool. It makes the invisible visible. The 

exhibition of art can make the process of viewing full of fun, 

and offer the gallery visitor an aesthetic experience.

 



MFA  THESIS  SHOW
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Thesis Show Prints Documentation Thesis Show Prints Documentation 
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Thesis Show Prints Documentation Thesis Show Prints Parcial Layout
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Thesis Show Prints Documentation 
5

Archival Print on Venus 3-Ply Antique Paper 
37.5 x 28”

2018

5
Archival Print on Venus 3-Ply Antique Paper 

30 x 35”
2018
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ROSE
Archival Print on Cloud Gragon Paper 

37.5 x 16”
2018

Thesis Show Prints Documentation 
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CANISTEO
Archival Print on Watercolor Paper 

31 x 44”
2018

CANISTEO
Archival Print on Venus 3-Ply Antique Paper

 38 x 30”
2018

CANISTEO
Archival Print on Star 3-Ply Xuan Paper

 42.5 x 62”
2018
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AION  
Video document of Ice cube durational performance: Approximately 5 hours 
duration sped up to be 03:04
2018 

TIMELESS I
Ice, plant

Video recorded with microscope 
10:47      
2018 

TIMELESS II
Ice, plant

Video recorded with microscope 
10:15      
2018 

“Aion” comes from Greek. It is a time concept evoked by Siegfried Zielinsky,  it is one of three ideas 
of time from ancient Greek, Kronos, Kairos and Aion.  Kronos refers to sequential time, narrative 
development, linear time, past, present and future.  Kairos can refer to a season or an indeterminate 
time during which a significant event takes place.  It can mean the right or opportune* moment. In 
modern Greek, Kairos means “weather”.  Aion, which is the title of my performance is the third term, 
is a Hellenistic deity, associated with time; it is the unbounded, the eternal.

* In the Chinese tradition, Kairos would instead be understood through the imagery of the dragon. 
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John Gill watched Aion
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Installtion view of three visualizations : Brainwaves, voice and footsteps 
2018

Installtion view of three visualizations : Brainwaves, voice and footsteps 
2018
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Installtion view of three visualizations : Brainwaves, voice and footsteps 
2018

Installtion view of three visualizations : Brainwaves, voice and footsteps 
2018
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Installtion view of Happy New Year
2018
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Installtion view of Happy New Year
2018
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EQUIPMENT
Canon 5D mark iv

 AmScope Stereo microscope

Neurosky mindwave mobile

Projection Screen

W1000(BenQ)HD Projector

Apple Mac Mini

Sony FX1 Video Camera

B1 Brainterface

SOFTWARE
AmLite2.0

Adobe Photoshop CS6

Adobe Lightroom2015

Adobe Premiere CS6

Processing3.3.5

Max7.3.4
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